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Computer Controlled Electronic Universal Test Machine WDW Series

Product Details:

Place of Origin Shanghai, China (Mainland)

Brand Name Bairoe

Model Number WDW-200

Power Electronic

Usage Universal Testing Machine

Environmental box available configuration

operation increasable configuration

drive servo-motor

sensor with standard PC

Payment & Shipping Terms:

FOB Price: US $ 10,000-40,000/ Set

Minimum Order Quantity: 1 Set/Sets

Port: Shanghai

Packaging Details: wooden case with polyfoam inside

Delivery Time: 30 days after payment

Payment Terms: T/T

Supply Ability: 10 Set/Sets per Month

1.Computer Controlled

2.Automatic sensor detection



3.ISO 9001, CE conformity

1. Equipment Introduction

Adopt computer-controlled, servo motor driven, precision ball screw drive load, the

sensor signal measurement, the testing machine has the features for load stable,

accurate measurement, fast response and variety controlling modal, such as load

(stress) control, elongation (strain) control, displacement (speed) control. Moreover,

there are a variety of curves to choose (overlay or a single display) which can be

easily and accurately to achieve load or elongation for the figures calibration. The

testing machine is also structured with full load protection and location protection,

and the test data can be saved and re-analysis freely, including partial amplification

and data re-editing. The testing methods can be programmable, store or read, it can

automatically calculate the mechanical properties of testing sample, and test report

and curve can be printed out. When test finished, test platform can automatically or

manually return to the pre-test initial position (zero displacement).

The Test Machine can be used for testing rubber, plastics, fiber, leather, woven fabric,

metal materials, wires, cables, construction materials, wood and other materials and

components. With the test software, it can test the mechanical performance for tension,

compression, bending, shear, peel, tear, friction, etc.

2. The main structure and transmission

(1) WDW series model is the dual ball-screw load structure. With different grips, it

can complete sample test for tension, compression, bending, shear, peel, tear, and

other tests.

(2) Loading structure: the controller send out signal to servo driver, make servo motor

and reducer and ball-screw rotation, drive crosshead moving to finish test.

(3) Functional properties:

1) With the high-precision, low-resistance, seamless double-nut preloaded precision

ball-screw, it raises the transmission efficiency, and ensures the accuracy of

displacement measurement.

2) With the latest Panasonic MINAS series servo driver and motor, it runs smooth

with precise control and full protection, ensures the noise is lower than 52dB.

3) The box for remote manual operation to adjust the position of crosshead makes it

easy to operate.

4) Emergency stop button can press quickly to protect equipment when an emergency

occurs.

5) Inside the base installed with Panasonic full-digital AC servo system, it is a

high-speed and accuracy response for controlling.

6) There are hundreds of tips to controller, makes it easy for user to master the

operation situation, such as position limit protection, overload protection, plug wrong

inserted, and other parameters error, etc.

Model WDW-200 WDW-300

Force Capacity 200kN 300kN



Force Range 0.4% ~ 100%F.S.

Force Accuracy ±0.5%

Force Resolution ±250000 Steps, Up to Max. ±500000 Steps

Extensometer YYU-5050（User option）

Extension Range 1%～100%F.S.

Extension Accuracy ±0.5%

Extension Resolution ±250000 Steps, Up to Max. ±500000 Steps

Displacement Resolution 0.00002mm

Force Speed Range 0.05% ~ 8%F.S./s

Force Speed Accuracy Speed<0.1%F.S/s: ±1.0%, Speed≥0.1%F.S/s: ±0.5%

Extension Speed Range 0.005% ~ 10%F.S./s

Extension Speed Accuracy ±0.5%

Displacement Speed Range 0.01 ~ 300mm/min

Displacement Speed Accuracy ±0.5%

Crosshead Travel 1100mm

Valid Width 620mm

Power Supply 5kW/AC380V/50Hz

Dimension 2220mm*730mm*1100mm 2370mm*840mm*1200mm

Weight About 1500kg About 1800kg


